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Zusammenfassung

Die Kristallstruktur dcs durch Reaktion von CdO und J\In203 im festen Zu.
stand gewonllenen Cadmiummanganits Cd[Mn2JO.l wurde mittels Pulverauf.
nahmen bestimmt. Die Gitterkonstanten del' tetragonal en Zelle sind a = .5,81 A,
c = 9,87 A, c: a 1,699, Z c= 4, die Raumgruppe 141Iamd-DU. Die Metall-
ionen nehmen spezielle Lagen entsprechend den nOJ'malen Spinellen ein.

Aus Betrachtungen iiber Elektronenkonflgurationen del' Kationen wirel ge.
schlossen, da13 die Mn3+-lonen mit gro13erer 'Vahrscheinlichkeit als die Cd2+-
Jonen die oktaedrischen Liicken besetzen und da13 die Verringerung del' Symme.
trie von del' kubischen del' Spinelle ",ur tetragonal en auf del' :\fatuI' und
Verteilung del' }ln3+-Bimlungen beruht.

Abstract

The crystal structure of cadmium manganite CdE:\ln2]04' formed by reaction
in the solid state between CdO and }ln20;j, has been determined from the X-ray
powder diffraction pattern. The dimensions of the tetragonal unit cell are
a = 15.81 A, c = 9.87 A and cia l.G99; Z ~ 4. The metal ions occupy special
sites, as in a "norlnal" spinel.

From a consideration of the electronic configuration of the cations and their
d, 8 and p hybrid bond.forming powers it is deduced that .lln3+, but not !\ln2+

or }ln4+ ions, occupy the octahedral interstices of the cubic close-packed oxygen
anions in preference to Cd2+ ions. The distortion of the crystal lattice from cubic
to tetragonal symmetry is attributed to the nature and distribution of the bonds
associated with the Mn3+ ions.

Introduction

Several metal oxides and many binary oxide systems, having the
general formula AB204, have the same general crystal structure as
the mineral spinel MgA1204' This can be considered as an ordered
mixture of the zinc-blende and sodium-chloride types of structures,
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where the much larger oxygen ions form a cubic close-packed assem-
blage stabilised by the cations A and B distributed among the tetra-
hedral and octahedral interstices (W. H. BRAGG, 1915).

In the unit cell of a spinel there are 8 molecules of AB204, with
64 tetrahedral and 32 octahedral holes. The simplest distribution of
the cations is the one in which A ions occupy 8 of the tetrahedral and
B ions 16 of the octahedral holes; this is known as the normal spinel
structure. However, other distributions are possible. Thus BARTH and
POS~JAK (1932) have shown that the A and B ions may be distributed
randomly among the two types of interstices (random spinel structure),
or that half the B ions may lie in tetrahedral interstices, while the A
ions together with the rest of the B ions are randomly distributed over
the 16 octahedral holes (inverse spinel structure). Other intermediate
structures, partly normal and partly inverse, are also possible.

The spinels and spinel-like compounds are of great interest in
view of their unusual physical and crystallographic properties.
Although many sPinels have been prepared and studied (ROJ\IEIJ~,
1953) much remains to be done in elucidating the factors influencing
the distribution of cations in spinel structures and the effects of such
distributions on their physical and crystallographic properties. For
this reason we have been studying the mechanism of formation in the
solid state of certain spinels and spinel-like compounds with a view
to correlating structure with physical properties. .While the aluminates,
chromites and ferrites have been extensively studied, the manganites
have received little attention. So far only ..\In[:Mn2]04 and Zn[lVIn2]04
ha ve been reported (BRIAN ..\IAso~, 1947; ROJ\IEIJX, 1953) as pos-
sessing the normal spinel structure. A preliminary report of several
manganites prepared in this laboratory has been given elsewhere
(SIXHA, SAXJAXA aI.ld BISWAS, lD57) and in what follows, a detailed
account is given of the structure determination of cadmium man-
ganite, formed by reaction in the solid state, from X-ray powder
patterns.

Experimental

An equimolecular mixture of CdO and lVIn203 (prepared by the
decomposition of "Analar" l\In02 at 900°C), was heated at different
temperatures and quenched in air to room temperature. The products
obtained at various stages were examined at room temperature in
a 14 cm. DEBYE-SCHERRER camera using l\IoKx1radiation (A = 0.709 A)
filtered through Zr foil.
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Results

The powder patterns for finely divided and intimately mixed
samples heated progressively at fi50, 700, 750 and 8000 C revealed a
gradual fading of the diffractions due to the components and their
replacement by a new set of reflections. Heating at 81)00C for 4;")hours
eliminated all diffractions due to the components.

A list of the new reflections observed, together with the observed
and calculated spacings and observed intensities are set out in Table 1.
The intensities of the lines (measured in more than one photograph)
were estimated by eye and also checked from the diffractometer
patterns. The intensity of the strongest reflection at 2.87 A, has been
arbitrarily assigned the value of 100.

All the reflections could be indexed (column 1, Table 1) on the
basis of a tetragonal unit cell having the dimensions (J =c :3.81 A,
c = 9.87 A, cja =c=1.G99; observed density measured by displacement
in a specific gravity bottle == 5.;")2 g/cm3, whence Z c.=4, and the
density calcula,ted on this hasis is 5.(;7 g/cm3 which, having regard for
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Table 1. (continued)
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the nature of the material, is in fair agreement with the observed
value. The space group is I41/arnd-D1%, and the atomic coordinates
for the unit cell are (OOO;} } }) metal ions at 4(a) - 0 0 0; 0 -~L8(d) - 0 + J; O:jg; 1. O,~; and:! 0 u; oxygen ions at 1G(h)

-- 0 x z;O-x Z . 0 1. + 1 . 0 1 1
0 - - 0 - 1 I - 1

, 2 X t - Z, -2 - X 1 - z; x z; x z; X21 + z; and X'2 J+ z.
In order to determine the distribution of metal ions over the 4(a)

and 8(d) positions, and also the values of the oxygen parameters x
and z, the relative intensities of all non-zero reflections down to
1.00 A were calculated for various models using the formula

J+eos 220
I ex: IF 12. P' -':;ir-;T1F. cos7F

where P is the multiplicity factor. Atomic structure factors have been
taken from the International Tables (1935); and corrections for the
opposing effects of absorption and thermal vibrations were not
applied. The values Ie norma1ised with respect to the observed inten-
sities, are given in Table 1 for normal, inverse and random distri-
butions of cations for the models which give the best overall agreement
with particular values of x and z. Intensity ratios of certain lines are
included in Table 2.

Table 2

Reflection
ratios

Observed
intensity

ratios

Calculated intensity ratios

~ormal Inverse Baudom
x c= .200 :c .250 ;c =.=.250
z . = .400 z .376 Z = .37;}
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112/200, 1O:~/

211, 202, 004
220, 213/
301, 204, 10[;

312/303
332, 413, 420/
422, 404, 325

absent

vs/vs/ vs

msjw

ms/vw

From a comparison of the observed and calculated intensities set
out in Table 1 a choice can now readily be made of the most probable
coordinates of the metal ions, because, they largely determine the
reflection intensities which are relatively insensitive to the oxygen
parameter (fCdH: 11IIna+: 102- = 4G: 22: 10).

.
The agreement is easily the best with the normal spmel structure

at x ~ 0.200, z::::: 0.400, and the inverse and random structure models
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are ruled out. Thus, whereas tIle 101 reflection is not actually observed

for the inverse and random structures it should be strong a;ld mediun:
respectively. The 112 reflection is very strong, but the inverse struc-

ture requires that this be medium and weaker than 101, and for the
random structure it is strong. Again, ratios of intensities of lines or
group of lines listed in Table 2 clearly rule out the inverse and random

structures and give a good fit in the case of normal structure. Further-

th 1 1
.

b 'l '
.

d (R
.Ei VI" - 1/1, i)more, e usua re la Ilty 111 ex = c--::_~---'- has been cal-

l..' Ir 10 I

culated to check overall agreement for all the models examined. The
normal structure shows the best agreement. However, owing to the
presence of heavy atoms and the relatively few reflections, this index
must not be relied on implicitly (DOXOHUE and TRUEBLOOD, 1966;
LIPSON and COCHRAN, 1953).

In view of the above considerations a normal structure may
reasonably be assigned to cadmium manganite with the Cd2+ ions
in 4(a) and 1Yln3+ions in 8(d) positions. It should be noted that a small
degree of disorder could not be revealed by a powder pattern analysis.
It will be shown later, however, that in this case the existence of
disorder is unlikely.

The parameters, x and z, of the oxygen atoms cannot be deter-
mined accurately because of their low scattering power. This is
brought out by the small change in the values of R vs x and z which
act as a useful guide in deciding whether any particular change in
parameter improves the agreement. \Vith x and z varying in the limits
0.25 :> x :> 0.20 and 0.40 :> z :> 0.375 respectively, the values of R
were found to vary from O.H>to 0.20 in normal, 0.23 to 0.28 in random,
and 0.35 to 0.:38 in inverse structures. It was not worthwhile to check
models beyond the above stated limits as the structure becomes
unreasonable from steric considerations. However, since the 101
reflection is too weak to be observed, and the group of 404, 422, 325
reflections also is very weak, we are led to assign x ~ 0.20 and z ~ 0.40

with the normal structure. These values are also supported by con-
siderations of space (size of the interstices) and bond properties of the

IOns.
In analogy with cubic spinels regarded as of bod y -centered tetragonal

structure, the ideal values of x and z are 1/4 and 3/8 respectively. How-

ever, from Table 3, it will be seen that corresponding radius of the
tetrahedral hole is only 0.58 A, which is too small to accomodate a
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Cd2+ ion with its radius of 0.97 A. By increasing z and correspondingly

decreasing x, the size of the tetrahedral hole increases until at x = 0.20
and z ,,= 0.40, the radius of the hole becomes 0.97 A, which can accom-
modate a Cd2+ ion. On the other hand, if the CdH ion is tetrahedrally

Table 3. Calculated radii oj tetmhedml and octahedmllwlc8 in CdJfn204
(02- = 1.32 j)

and covalently linked with the neighbouring oxygen ions, a smaller
value of z (= .390 'with x ~= .220) ,yould also satisfy steric restrictions,
as the tetrahedral Cd2+ - ()2- distance 2.14 "-1.(P.-\.ULIXG, 1945) is
short,er than the ionic distance 2.37 A. The interionic distances and
bond angles are listed in Table 4.

Each Cd27 ion is surrounded by four equidistant oxygen ions in a
distorted tetrahedral arrangement. ~-ill the 02- - Cd2+ -- 02- angles

Table 4. Intel'l:onic di8tancc8 and bond anyle8

::\I- 02-

Observed
(A)

:I: .= .200
, ~ =. .400

Reported vallles* Bond angle
calculated from

experimental
data

Ionic Covalent
(j,) (A)

Cd2+
--

02-

(Tetrahedra] )

2.29 2.37 2.14
(Tetrahedral)

02-
--

Cd2+ --. 02-

(99" 19' and

114
Q

4fJ')

1dn3+ -- 02-

(linear)

2.24

2.02 1.8G

(Octahedra])

Mn3+- 02- 1.88

(coplanar) ,

* Taken from PAL:LlXG (1945).
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are not equivalent; two of them are B9c 19' and the remaining four
are 1140 46'. :Manganese in the octahedral position is surrounded by
four equidistant, coplanar oxygens in a square arrangement and by
two equidistant, linear oxygens in a perpendicular plane, the respec-
tive distances being 1.88 A and 2.24 A. The assumption that the man-
ganese is present as Mn3+ (and not as Mn2+ and :Mn4+) in the crystal
lattice is justified by considerations of electronic configuration and
lattice distortion which are discussed below.

Discussion

For convenience the unit cell so far used may be represented by
another, comparable in dimensions and similar to that of a cubic
spineL Such an equivalent is a face-centered tetragonal cell with di-
mensions a' = 8.22 A, c' = 9.87 A and c'la' = 1.20. This can be
regarded as a distorted spinel with the c-axis elongated by about
20 per cent.

The cation distributions, and the resulting crystal system are,
no doubt, influenced by the charge and steric factors, but they do not
by themselves suffice to explain the distributions observed in many
spinels and spinel-like compounds. It is necessary also to consider the
effect of specific directional forces due to the covalent contribution to
the bonds between the cations and anions (GOODENOUGHand LOEB,
1(55).

It is reasonable to expect that those metals whose oxides have a
wurtzite structure should also tend to occupy the tetrahedral sites in
spinels as they do in their oxides. Similarly, metals the structures of
whose oxides are of the rock-salt type should tend to occupy octahedral
sites. On the other hand, both an A and a B metal ion might tend to
occupy the same kind of site, in which case the relative affinities of
the two ions for such similar sites must be compared before their
distribution can be predicted.

CdO has the rock-salt type of structure, and the Cd2+-ions should
accordingly occupy the octahedral sites in a spinel structure which
is contrary to what we find in the cadmium manganite structure. This
suggests that the Cd2+ ions are forced out of octahedral sites by the
Mn3+ ions due to their greater affinity for these sites.

The formation and properties of various hybridised orbitals in-
volving s, p and d electrons have been discussed by P AlTLING(194;3).
Thus a cation with a full d shell separated in energy by only a small
interval from the next empty 8 and p shells can form empty, stable

Z. Kristallogr. Bd. 109, 4-0 27
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Sp3 hybrid orbitals pointing towards the four corners of a tetrahedron.

The outer electron configuration of Cd in the ground state is 4d105s2,
so that Cd2+ ions (where 4d10, i. e. a full d shell remains) fulfil the above
requirements. In fact Cd2+ is well known to form stable hybrid Sp3
orbitals in its compounds such as CdS, CdSe and CdTe. In the present
case the four nearest neighbouring oxygen anions which have a
ls22s22p6 electron configuration perturb the cation in the tetrahedral

site of the lattice to form stable, empty Sp3 hybrid orbitals which in
turn overlap with the oxygen full p orbitals and accept electrons from
the anions forming coordinate covalent bonds. Thus the Cd2~ ions are
most likely to be accommodated in the tetrahedral interstices.

A comparison of the observed Cd2+- 02- interionic distance with

those of electrostatically and tetrahedrally bonded distances (Table 4)
suggests that the binding takes place through a mixture of the two
types. The deviation of the 02- - Cd2+ - 02- angles from the ideal
tetrahedral value (1000 28') also indicates a distortion from the purely
Sp3 hybrid bonding of Cd2+ in the site.

The outer electron configuration of manganese in the ground state
is 3d54s2 and we have assumed manganese to be present in the cad-
mium manganite structure as 11n3+ (with a 3d4 configuration). Such an
ion with one completely vacant d orbital available for hybridization
with empty sand p orbitals can easily form the square, coplanar
(dsp2) hybrid orbitals and be accommodated in an octahedral site. It

. could also form the d2sp3 type of orbitals by reversing an electron spin,
but this would require extra energy. Bonds formed through a Sp3
orbital are weak in the case of Mn3+ which will in consequence have
little tendency to go to the tetrahedral sites. Hence, the most stable
site for Mn3+ is the octahedral, while the corresponding site for Cd2+
is the tetrahedral.

If, instead of 11n3+, Mn2+(3d5) were present then, according to
HUND'S rule, each of the five 3d orbitals would be occupied by one
uncoupled electron, so that the )ln2+ ion would preferably form an
empty Sp3 hybridised bond orbital. Thus the Mn2+ ion should occupy
a tetrahedral site and in the present case, it would then compete with
Cd2+ for the same site. In that case the structure should have been
inverse or partly inverse according to their relative affinities for the
same site. On the other hand, if ::\ln2+ has much less affinity than
Cd2+ and is forced out to the octahedral site, where it is not likely to
form dSp2 or d2sp3 bond orbitals, it should form six equivalent ionic
11n - 0 bonds with its neighbouring oxygen ions. Similarly Mn4+(3d3)
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has two unfilled 3d orbitals, which with the next sand p orbitals can
form six equivalent d2sp3 hybridised bond orbitals and become
stabilised in the octahedral site, forming only one type of bonds with
the six neighbouring oxygens. On the contrary there are two types of
1\'1n- 0 distances in the cadmium manganite structure, which, together
with lattice distortion, would not have occurred if Mn2+ and Mn4+ only
were present. YAKEL (1955) studied the structure of a few perovskite
type manganites (AB03) containing both Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions which
indica te that the distortion from the cubic form decreases with the
increase of Mn4+ ions in the structure. These considerations rule out
the occurrence of Mn2+ and Mn4+ ions in the cadmium manganite struc-
ture.

'rhe Mn3+ - 02- distance in the C-plane where the ions are sup-

posed to be bonded through dsp2 orbital overlap is 1.88 A but normal
to this plane this distance is 2.24 A. Taking the covalent radius of
1\1n3+to be approximately the same as that of octahedrally bonded
isoelectronic tetravalent Fe and adding the covalent radius of oxygen
(PAULING,1945) the Mn3+- 02- distance becomes 1.80 A, ,vhich is a
little less than our observed value. Furthermore, the Mn3~ - 02-

ionic bond length has been estimated to be 2.02 A, which is smaller
than the distance 2.24 A observed by us. However, our values are in
fair agreement with the :Nln - 0 distances in manganite (BUERGER,
1936). where four oxygens surrounding a manganese ion are at a

distance of 1.85 to 1.92 A in a nearly square configuration, while the
two other oxygen ions of the octahedron are at a distance of 2.30 A.
Also, the Mn - 0 distances in hollandite (1.94 A in one plane, and
1.90 A and 2.12 A in a different plane) reported by BYSTRO:i\I and

BYS'l'Rml (19;")0) agree with our values. :Further, in two of the modi-
fications of :Nln02 whose structures have been fully determined the
lVIn- 0 distances are 1.88 A (pyrolusite) and 1.89 A (ramsdellite).
Again, in groutite, HiVIn02, the Mn3+ - 02- bond has been found to
be 2.06 A (COLLINSand LIPscmm, HHSO).

The agreement between our results and those cited above suggest
that Mn3+ ions in cadmium manganite are located in the octahedral
sites and formed bonds with the oxygen ions which are partially cova-
lent and partially ionic.

Like Cd:Nln204, hausmannite (Mn304) and hetaerolite (ZnMn204)
also form spinel structures of tetragonal symmetry. It is reasonable to
suppose that the cation distributions in all these three crystal struc-
tures are similar and may be represented in the conventional way as

27*
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Cd2+pIn~+JO~-, Mn2+[lYIn~+JO~- and Zn2+[l\In~+JO~-. The axial ratios
of the last two have been reported as e'la' = 9.42 A/8.14 A = 1.16,
and e'la' = 9.23 A/8.08 A = 1.14 respectively (BRIAN lYIASO~,1947)
compared with e'la' = 9.87 A/8.22 A = 1.20 for Cd:\;In204. The larger

e' and a' axial lengths and the correspondingly larger unit cell dimen-
sions of Cd}/In204 are attributed to the larger radius of Cd2+ (rCd'+
..000.97 A, rZn2+= 0.83 A and TJ1n2+= 0.91 A).

The distortion to tetragonal symmetry may be ascribed to similar
causes in all these manganites and explained as follows (GOODENOUGH
and LOEB, 1955): lVIn3+is stabilized in the octahedral interstices form-
ing a group of four equivalent covalent bonds, in a plane defined
by the a' and b' axes and the two linear ionic bonds, parallel to the

e' -axis. The covalent bonds are stronger than the ionic bonds; hence
the a' and b' axes contract and the elementary octahedron becomes
distorted to tetragonal symmetry with an axial ratio e'la' > 1. The
value of e'la' should depend upon the ratio of the ionic to covalent
bond lengths in the elementary octahedron and the net fraction of these
distorted octahedra having their elongated axis aligned parallel to
the crystal e-axis (FnwH, SIXHA and SINHA, 1957).
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